Acute appendicitis or something else?
A case report of cecal endometriosis in emergency setting
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Introduction
Endometriosis is defined as the abnormal growth of endometrial tissue outside the uterine cavity. It is estimated that the prevalence of the endometriosis among the menstruating woman range within 8 and 15%, bowel involvement occurs in 3-37% of the cases, with a 3,5% of caecum localization. Reported rate of bowel resection for endometriosis is lower than 1% (1, 2, 3). The low prevalence of caecal endometriosis and the not specific presentation of the disease contribute to underestimate the problem, especially in those patients who undergo surgery for an acute abdomen. It is also known that "Acute Abdomen is one of the most difficult Challenge for a surgeon". Getting a good Diagnosis before operation means the best surgical treatment, but it is not always possible in emergency setting (4). We report a case of Endometriosis of the caecum in a patient who underwent surgery for a suspected acute appendicitis. Caecal mass, with neoplastic features, in absence of appendicitis, seen during the operation, required a standard right emicolectomy. The authors discuss the role of emergency surgery in the treatment of this unusual disease.

Case report
A 28-year-old woman was admitted in emergency set-
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period, not associated with other chief symptoms. The abdominal examination revealed severe right lower quadrant tenderness, MacBurney and Blumberg signs were positive. All routine laboratory blood tests were within the normal range, serum bHCG was also tested and it resulted negative. Abdominal ultrasound, disturbed by intestinal gas was performed with no pathological finding. A diagnosis of Acute Appendicitis was made on clinical findings, the patient underwent surgery; MacBurney incision was performed, little amount of peritoneal fluid was yielded, appendix was of normal aspect, at the intestinal inspection an enteroplastic hard mass involving the posterior lateral wall of the caecum was found, the right ovary appeared of normal aspect, instead of the left one which was inflamed, a standard right emicolectomy was performed. At the pathology the gross examination revealed, on excised large bowel, consistent in 3 cm of terminal ileum and 11 cm of ascending colon, a grey neoplasia, with brown foci, of 2 cm of diameter, involving serosa to muscularis propria of the posterior lateral caecum wall, mucosa was not involved. Glandular appearance of the neoplasia, with haemorrhagic content and haemosiderin deposit, at light microscopy, suggested the diagnosis of Colonic Endometriosis. 18 mesocolic lymph nodes were found negative. The appendix was chronic inflamed. Patient's postoperative course was uneventful, she was discharged 10 days later.

Discussion

In emergency the abdominal pain implicates many questions that the surgeon must answer, he often must take from the macroscopic appearance at laparotomy to decide how the operation has to be carried on. This aspect is much more emphasized in those cases where the intraoperative frozen section examination is not available, for example in emergency setting and particularly during night. The case reported faces all this pitfalls, the macroscopic appearance of cecal lesion, involving serosa layer, with peripheral edema and a stenotic behaviour, suggests a diagnosis of cecal neoplasia (Fig. 1). The patient's age and prognostic considerations induced the surgical equip to perform a standard colonic resection which, in this case, means a right emicolectomy. The pathology revealed an intestinal endometriosis (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The prevalence of pelvic endometriosis is estimated to be within 10 and 20% among the menstruating women, but it is estimated to be higher in post menopausal female population, lesser than 34% (3). In Italy, a multicentric study, involving 30 specialized centres, reports a pelvic endometriosis prevalence of 12% in those women who underwent surgery for uterine leymiofibromas (5).

Endometriosis lesions are characterized by the presence endometrial tissue isle in ectopic site. These lesions are often hard and grey-blue coloured. At microscopy many

Fig. 1: Endometriosis involving the posterior lateral wall of the caecum.

Fig. 2: Cross-section of the wall of caecum showing endometrial foci. Haematoxylin and Eosin 10X.

Fig. 3: Cross-section of the wall of caecum at high magnification showing a lot of endometrial glands and stroma. Haematoxylin and Eosin 40X.
nODULES WITH HEMORRHAGIC CONTENT AND HAEMOSIDERIN DEPOSIT IN STROMAL AND GLANDULAR TISSUE ARE USUAL TO BE FOUND.


THE PREVALENCE OF INTESTINAL LOCALIZATION IS LESS THAN 25%. THE INTESTINAL ENDOMETRIOSIS INVOLVED THE SMALL BOWEL IN 7%, THE CECAL TRACT IN 5%, THE SIGMA AND THE RECTUM IN 71% OF CASES (9).

THE CLINICAL PRESENTATION IS PLEOMORPHIC, CHRONIC OR RECURRENT ABDOMINAL PAIN, ACUTE LOWER QUADRANT PAIN, CYCLIC RECTAL BLEEDING, DYSCHEZIA (10). ALL THESE SYMPTOMS ARE ALMOST ALWAYS CYCLIC AND ASSOCIATED WITH THE PERIOD. THIS FEATURE, WHEN INVESTIGATED, COULD LEAD TO SUSPECT THE DIAGNOSIS. THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS, ESPECIALLY IN EMERGENCY SETTING, IS DIFFICULT AND OFTEN THE SURGICAL INDICATION IS BASED ON CLINICAL PRESENCE OF ACUTE ABDOMEN. WHEN THE ENDOMETRIOSIS IS SUSPECTED A LAPAROSCOPIC LOOK IS THE PROCEDURE OF CHOICE (11). THE LAPAROSCOPIC PROCEDURE PERMITS TO VIEW AND YIELD TISSUE FRAGMENTS FROM SUSPECTED LESIONS TO BE ANALYSED BY THE PATHOLOGIST (12). IN SPITE OF GOOD EFFICACY OF THE ENDOMETRIOSIS MEDICAL MANAGEMENT, ESPECIALLY IN PAIN CONTROL AND SYMPTOMS RELIEF TREATMENT, SURGERY IS STILL CONSIDERED THE CHOICE OF TREATMENT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF BOWEL LOCALIZATION (1, 2).

THE ESTIMATED RISK OF CANCER TRANSFORMATION OF INTESTINAL ENDOMETRIOSIS IS LESS THAN 1% (13, 6). WHEN ENDOMETRIOIC TISSUE INVOLVES THE BOWEL MUSCULAR LAYER, THE INDUCED MUSCLE CELL HYPERPLASIA AND FIBROSI S SEEMS TO BE RESISTANT TO HORMONAL THERAPY, THUS SURGICAL RESECTION IS REQUIRED (1, 10, 14). THE REMOVAL OF THE OVARES IS CONSIDERED A FAVOURABLE PROGNOSTIC FACTOR, NEVERTHELESS THE REPRODUCTIVE CAPABILITY IS OF A MAJOR IMPACT IN OUTCOME OF FERTILE PATIENTS, IN WHICH THE YOUNG AGE DEALS WITH COMPLICATIONS INDUCED BY PHYSIOLOGIC DERANGEMENT OF ANTICIPATING SURGICAL MENOPAUSE, IN THIS GROUP CONSERVATIVE SURGERY IS ACCEPTABLE AND REVERSIBLE MEDICAL INDUCED UNOVAUTRALITY STATUS REPRESENTS A GOOD ALTERNATIVE.

CONCLUSIONS

THE DIAGNOSIS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH ACUTE ABDOMEN REPRESENT "ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT CHALLENGES FOR SURGEON". THE DIAGNOSTIC DEFINITION OF ABDOMINAL ACUTE PAIN MUST REST ON ACQUISITION OF DATA INHERENT TO CLINICAL HISTORY AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF PATIENT. IT IS ALLOWED TO HAVE A CLINICAL SUSPECT OF ENDOMETRIOSIS WHEN PAIN SYMPTOMS ARE RECURRENTS AND WHEN THE CLINICAL HISTORY IS POSITIVE FOR DYSpareUNIA AND SEvere DYSMENORRHEA, IN PARTICULAR DURING THE END PERIOD.

Therefore the suspect of endometriosis is justified in women in fertile age with cyclic alterations of function of an organ or a system. At physical examination, must be performed a careful gynecologic medical, complemented with the bimanual palpation, for demonstrate the possible uterosacral nodularity or the possible presence of an anessential mass. In emergency it is not ever feasible one accurate and detailed diagnosis, and so the role of instrumental exams could turn out useful, in particular the ultrasonographic exam. In emergency if data obtained address to surgical management, the operation takes on a particular role, because it is possible to determine the correct diagnosis with the objective look and the potential frozen section of lesions, leading to adequate treatment directly at operating table. The store of informations necessary at emergency surgeons must include the knowledge of clinical aspects and of surgical techniques to solve an acute clinical picture of extra-genital endometriosis.
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